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A succession of frosty mornings is a
signal that winter has started to
bite. There has certainly been an
increase in traffic accidents. Manu
Pereira managed to avoid injury
when his car slid down behind the
Red Shed (see picture below). But
his predicament is a good reminder
to be careful driving on icy mornings. And we have more tales of motoring mishaps on pages 2 and 7.
But cold mornings often make for
beautiful crisp sunny days, a great
time to go and play in our outdoors
paradise. Certainly the deer captured frolicking on Traill Park on
page 3 think so!
Congratulations to George and
Brenda Hicks on their 70th wedding anniversary! They celebrated
with a re-enactment featuring as
many of the original wedding party
as they could, which made the front
page of the Southland Times and
the 7 o’clock TV One News.
Stewart Island has also been in the
media spotlight as a potential site
for more aquaculture. See page 12
for more detail.
Elspeth Tindal, wife of Ron Tindal
and former owner of the Fernery
Gift Shop has passed away. Our
sincerest condolences to the Tindal
family and friends.
Olympics fever has come to many
households. Symptoms include loss

Stewart Island Tokoeka/Kiwi. Photo by Lucy Carrick

of productivity due to watching ‘just
one more heat’, developing expert
opinions on sports that you only
watch once every 4 years, and dare
I suggest it, straight out ogling??
For a country that is usually fairly
fixated on 3 mainstream sports it
sure is nice to be exposed to the
wild variety of sports and countries

that make the Olympics such a
great spectacle. Go NZ!
August has also seen the return of
familiar (boat) name to Halfmoon
Bay. Luke Squires has bought the
Othello. The Othello was built in
1978 in Invercargill by RD Scott for
Colin Hopkins. After crayfishing the
South Cape she was sold to Blake
Scott who fished Fiordland, Puysegur & Big River. She sank at
Sandhill Reef but was salvaged and
sold to Oliver McManaway of Picton, then in 1990 was sold to Gary
Skinner, and then in 1993 to Brent
Ballantyne who fished her out of
Bluff (information taken from the
invaluable Stewart Island Boats
book). It is great to see her looking
so good, congratulations to Luke,
and happy fishing to all! Shona
Left: One for the “Whoops” file….Manu
Pereira’s car being pulled out from
behind the Red Shed.
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Deep Bay
3.30 p.m.
Two magnificently mature Stewart Island residents, Lee
Wadds and Raylene Waddell, were exercising their handsome dogs on the beach. In the comfort of an elegant, if
elderly, Honda CRV, parked on a narrow approach road,
they were enjoying a cuppa, the view and the sight of
their canine friends playing on the beach.
4.00 p.m.
While Mrs Wadds walked the dogs to her nearby home,
Mrs Waddell attempted to back her Honda up the greasy,
narrow road. The car inexplicably but inexorably slid
sideways into a deep ditch. Mrs Waddell scrambled out
through the passenger door. Mr Allan Wadds, having
been apprised of the debacle, was heard to remark that
these two women were a serious worry. With magisterial
calm he inspected the hapless vehicle and advised that Mr
Pete Ross be asked to come and extricate said vehicle.
The women were advised to go and pour themselves a reviving glass of wine – each.
“No, no!” gasped Mrs Waddell. “What if Dale hears about
this? He might come and breathalise me!”
“You have a point there,” agreed the phlegmatic and pragmatic Allan Wadds. “Let’s call Pete.”
The always helpful Pete Ross agreed to come immediately
and on his arrival Mr Wadds and he surveyed the problem. Mr Ross’ four-wheel drive was deemed strong
enough to pull the Honda out of the ditch. The ladies
maintained a discreet distance in the house, leaving the
menfolk to sort out this delicate problem. After an anxious wait, Mrs Waddell decided that she should offer moral, if not - definitely not! - practical support. She approached the scene of the accident, hoping for a miracle.
A miracle of sorts had indeed happened. Mr Allan Wadds
was seen to be gingerly but safely clambering from the
passenger door of the hapless Honda, which was now embedded much more deeply and at a frighteningly precarious angle in the roadside ditch.
“It’s ok, Raylene! No damage done, no problem. We’ll get
Greg round tomorrow morning with the Hi-Ab and he’ll
have your Honda out in a jiffy.”
“What will people say?! Oh, Allan, you won’t tell the Five
O’clockers, will you?!”
“No worries, Raylene,” replied the gallant Allan Wadds,
grinning in enigmatic fashion and pulling out his cell
phone to take a photo of the Honda huddled deep in the
ditch.
6.45 p.m.
Phone call from Mr Allan Wadds to Mrs Raylene Waddell:
“Raylene, sorry about this. News of your – ah - problem
reached the pub before I did.”
Arghh! Life on a small island!
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Seniors Housing Update
Some time has passed since I reported to the
Seniors Group, but there has been a considerable amount of work going on in the background. We now have some brilliant news
worth reporting. As you know, our first major
stumbling block to getting moving has been to
find a Government-approved housing provider
willing to participate in the project. And we’ve
finally reached that milestone!
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the most suitable option so Habitat for Humanity works with community groups to provide rental accommodation to low income individuals and families to bring communities together and change lives for the better.”

There is now a need to source capital funding
and also to create a management trust, and we
are working on that with the assistance of Jeff
Walker (who needs no introduction from us),
and the push now coming not only from Debs
Dillon, but with the wordsmith ability and networking position of John Cushen.
Meanwhile, Mr. Searancke, will visit us on
Saturday 20 August to speak to us and explain
the process from here on. The venue is the
back Dining Room of the South Sea Hotel at
2.30 p.m. If you are over 60 and planning your
future, or if you have family in that position,
With Social Rent we seek to involve everyone
you need to come along and hear Paul as we
in the solution to substandard housing, by cre- plan our next exciting move.
ating opportunities to become involved in their I look forward to seeing you all there.
own capacity. Owning a home is not always
Bruce Ford
Habitat for Humanity Invercargill has agreed
to join the project as the approved provider
and project manager. This is an exciting step
in our quest to provide cottages for Seniors.
Mr. Paul Searancke, Habitat for Humanity’s
Invercargill General Manager, has sent the following to introduce us to the organisation:
“Our Habitat for Humanity Affiliate is a grassroots, community-level organisation led by local people who understand local needs, and engage local resources to address substandard
housing in their communities.

Quinn Hicks (and crane) load cray pots onto the Aurora
Australis Photo by Lynn Taylor

The Stewart Island
Gift Shop will be open
from 10.30am daily
from the 1st September
Deer on Traill Park Photo by Charlotte Bates
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SIRCET Update—by Kelly Bunce
Calling all potential volunteers!!
The Stewart Island/Rakiura Community and Environment Trust would love your help, we have
a number of trap lines in our Community zone that do not have volunteers and it would make
our day/month/year if as a community we could change this. Each trap line should only take an
hour of your time to check and rebait/reset traps! We only ask that each line is checked once a
week. If we can get all of our community lines cleared weekly it would have a huge impact on rat numbers in our
project zone which in turn will reduce the competition for food for our native birds and increase their current
population, the locals and especially the visitors of Halfmoon Bay would really appreciate this!! Walking a trap
line is a great reason to get outside for a walk in the fresh air and get some free exercise, it's actually quite
enjoyable.

Community trap lines in our project zone that require volunteers.

There are a number of other ways that you could help us too, if you happen to live in our project zone (Ackers
point to Ringaringa, Deep Bay and Petersons Hill to Golden Bay road) and you would like to trap rats around
your home and property, contact me for some Victor Professional rat traps (which are free of charge if you live in
our project zone) and I will personally deliver them to you complete with non toxic lure to bait the traps with. Or
you could 'adopt' a live wild cat trap that could be set up on your property or another part of our project zone, I
must mention that being responsible for a live wild cat trap requires by law a commitment of daily checking
whilst the trap is open. If trapping is not your thing then we also have our Community Native Plant nursery at
Horseshoe Bay that requires continuous weeding, re-potting and the propagation of new stock, this is also
another activity that can be a great excuse to get out doors and is also very enjoyable and relaxing! Another way
you could be of great help to our nursery is seed collection, if you have any seeds of native plants that you think
would be a great addition to our nursery we would love to receive them.
If you would like to help us out in any way and get behind and involved with a wonderful Community initiative I
would love to hear from you, contact me on phone: 027 838 2300 or on email: kelly@sircet.org.nz
SIRCET are also really proud of our recent Innovation award in the Southland Community Environment
Awards. As Di said on the night, anything we achieve is due to the support of our volunteers and our community
so a huge thanks to you all.
And keep an eye out for an upcoming Trade Me Auction of an amazing artwork by Phil Waddington!

Wanted: Stewart Island good causes to receive South
Sea Hotel Quiz Night funds! Please email suggestions
to southsea@stewart-island.co.nz
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Sunrise. Photo by Lairka Photography Follow her on Facebook
for more beautiful images of Stewart Island
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Museum Matters by Jo Riksem
This month's "Buried Treasures" were literally buried
and are part of the Lockerbie Collection. The top
picture shows a small delicate reel made of Moa Bone
and is a possible very early Maori necklace element.
The double ended fish hook poses a question as to
whether it was used as an ornament or as a tool. It is
very delicately carved.
Thanks to the Pub Night Quiz funds for the $400 which
helped cover the cost of Geoff's work out the front of the
Right: Reel made out of Moa bone. 11x28x10mm
Below: Double ended fish hook. Not know if used for
fishing or as an ornament 7 x 55 x 4 mm

building making a
safer entrance.
We've had the
pleasure of having
Jo Massey,
Southland's Roving
Museum Officer,
over for three
weeks to help with
the marking and some cataloguing of the Lockerbie Collection. It takes someone with a very steady
hand and very small printing to mark these tiny items and we're thankful for the time she's given us.
She has also been an asset at the Quiz Night!
August thru September hours at the museum will be; Mon - Sat 10.00am - Noon; Sunday Noon 2.00pm
Below: Iona Photo by Lucy Carrick

Welcome to Rhondda and Jeff Bergman, new owners of the Bay Motel!
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02.08.16.

Deep Bay
10.30 a.m.
Conditions extremely cold, roads icy.
Mr Greg Everest, having been detailed to
remove a Honda CRV from a ditch at Deep
Bay, first had to use his Hi-Ab to extricate a
car that had failed to negotiate the ice on
the road immediately above the Red Shed.
The owner of the car, Manu Pereira, was
then available to help with the Honda rescue.
The Hi- Ab was positioned on the grassy,
greasy track at Deep Bay and the Honda
was duly extricated.
Unfortunately, in the process, the Hi-Ab suffered a ruptured hydraulic hose.
This reporter, whose mechanical nous is nil, is not sure if this was why the Hi
-Ab could not be manoeuvred off the greasy track but the end result was a
stranded Hi-Ab, some red faces and a request sent out to Graham Okey to bring hefty haulage help.
Mr Okey responded with his usual efficiency and speed. The Hi-Ab was pulled to safe ground, the gentlemen
congratulated themselves on difficulties overcome and the owner of the Honda went off to bake a cake.

Dogs can KILL
kiwi and penguins.
Please do not let your
dog wander. Please
report
wandering dogs to
0800 732 732
At right: Waves at Butterfield’s Beach,
captured by talented local photographer Lucy Carrick.

Debs Dillion
enjoying cake, a
toast with
Brenda Hicks,
and the
company of
good friends at
her recent
birthday
celebrations.
Thanks to
Phillipa FraserWilson and
Gwen Neave for
the photos.
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Shop Talk by Jules Retberg
Meat me at the Four Square
With the season finally slowing down it means Four Square staff can start to take holidays - yay! Of course that
means having someone else cover your responsibilities while you’re away, as we all do a gazillion other things as
well as serve our lovely customers!
When Sam was away recently we all took over the various areas that he is usually responsible for ordering: Fern
& Martin got the beer and chilled drinks, Karen got the milk and I got the meat.
Many orders are placed electronically these days, so I had a run through the meat ordering system and was good
to go. Most of the meat is ordered per unit, so if we want 20 packets of beef mince, enter 20 and Bob’s your uncle,
20 packets of mince arrives. Tah daaaaah!
Soooo, I merrily ordered some BBQ ribs, lamb shanks, peppered steak, pork corned silverside and clicked on the
“CONFIRM ORDER” button.
I wasn’t at work the day I expected six individual packets of vac-packed Pork Corned Silverside to arrive.
I wasn’t at work the day my body weight in Pork Corned Silverside actually arrived!
It turns out that some meat items are ordered by the 10kg carton … and Pork Corned Silverside is one of them.
Did my ham-fisted attempt at meat
ordering get me the chop? Did my
colleagues rib me mercilessly? Snort
with derision? No of course not, but
I’ve done my hamwork and found
some recipes for this bargain cut of
meat.
Take the grunt out of cooking and
pop the pork silverside (also known
as pickled pork) into the crockpot
with some ginger ale and honey for
about five or six hours - perfect for
when you’ve been out at work all
day. Or try marinating the pork in
honey and mustard overnight and
pop it into the crock pot the next
day. Yum!
Whatever your cure for the winter
blues, whether it’s roasting in the

Seriously Good Chocolates Stewart Island Souvenir - Hokey Pokey, Salty Caramel , Pinot Noir
Final limited stock All $10 per box .Available at Rakiura Museum
Press release from Southland
District Council:
Southland District Council will
relocate its Stewart Island area
office to create a combined customer support and library
facility for the island’s residents.
Council Group Manager Customer Support Trudie Hurst
said the move was part of an effort to provide a more
consistent service for ratepayers across the Southland
District. “Council is moving to provide combined customer
support and library services for all Southland residents,
including those in the Stewart Island community. This
reflects the changing purpose of libraries across New
Zealand and around the world,” she said. “The function
libraries provide is shifting away from simply being a
source of knowledge through books, to being part of a

larger framework aimed at supporting the communities
they serve through learning, digital support, and
providing a safe community space.”
The changes would mean Council’s part-time customer
support partner, committee advisor and librarian was able
to prioritise Council and library services, Ms Hurst said.
Council also planned to install a self-service issuing and
returns machine similar to those at Winton and Te Anau.
In the future, it would give the library the potential to
provide registered users with a 24-hour service, she said.
In the meantime, Southland District Council was not
ruling out moving to the new Heritage Centre and hoped
to continue talks with the Rakiura Heritage Centre Trust
to discuss that, Ms Hurst said. Council would also meet
with the Stewart Island Community Centre Trust to go
over the changes.
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Early Moturau Days – by Alister
Jensen
Moturau Moana was the
fulfilment of Miss Noeline
Baker’s dream. A majestic South
African Dutch farmhouse set in
a native bush setting&
surrounded by sweeping
terraced lawns, with individual
gardens for many species of local
and imported plants. The setting
was well chosen on the point
overlooking Butterfields and
Braggs Bay. Planting and
planning took place during the
1930’s with many island people
involved, including my father.
Finally the house was completed
and Miss Baker took up
residence. The house was large,
two storied with the ground floor
containing a farm kitchen,
leading to a vast hallway, with
an office and small bedroom
leading off this by the front door.
These were her private areas.
The hallway ended in a huge
library/lounge, which in turn led
to a glass conservatory. In early
1939, she went back to England
to visit, and we moved in as
caretakers, utilising the upstairs
bedrooms, of which there were
four.
Water was supplied by pumping
from two large ground level
tanks, to a smaller one on the
roof, thus creating water
pressure. It was a daily duty to
man the pump so the house had
running water. When we first
moved in, Miss Baker gave me a
beginner’s stamp album and I
thoughtfully returned the favour
by carefully collecting all the
small metal plant name tags
from the new Rockery, gift
wrapping in brown paper and
presenting them to her. She
opened the parcel, and
unsmilingly thanked me. I
believe my father heard about it
shortly later—I got a lecture.
There were so many garden
areas starting with a large
vegetable (kitchen) garden,
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above the Horseshoe Bay Road
boundary. This led through to a
well gravelled track back
towards the house, to a fern
garden where her old cat Capers
was interred (a sacred place).
Beyond the garage was the
rockery and also a small
orchard on the Braggs Bay side
of the walkway to the lookout
view of Oban. Our nearest
neighbours were the Johnson
family just along Horseshoe Bay
Road, Maude and Archie with
their young children Ian and
Elaine. Below us on Butterfields
Beach were Hugh (Mick) and
Bridget Pollock, while at the
other end was old Jim Phillips in
his cave. We school children
always walked quickly and
quietly past his abode as he was
a man of mystery to us.
Events I recall at Moturau
included the big snowfall of 1939
when at least 6 inches of snow
lay for some days and Dad made
us an igloo on the front lawn. We
all gathered round the wireless
in September to hear the
announcement of WWII. The
wireless was new to us and was
only able to be used when we
had a fully charged 12 V battery
available from Cedric Smith in
Oban. Frequently in the summer
months, we would walk around
to the Wills’ house on Lee Bay
Road, on a Saturday evening for
a “Cards Night”. I would be put
to bed, then aroused in the early
morning, to the long walk home.
Some whole weekends were
celebrated at Moturau, with
jigsaw assembly, and many
friends came to these events in
the library. With the entry of the
Japanese into the War, my
father, with many other island
men, joined the Armed Services
and left home. We got Archie
Johnson to find us a suitable air
raid shelter up in the large bush
area on the Garden Mound side
of Horseshoe Bay Road. This
turned out to be a huge rock

with large trees growing on the
top. A cave in the side was
boarded up to make a
comfortable shelter. It is
probably still there with its tins
of supplies. (Ed. Note: Does
anyone know if it is still there?)
I started school in 1940 and was
initially escorted by Mae Bragg.
We would either walk around
the road via the two bridges, or,
if the tide was right, drop down
over the south point of
Butterfields, cross Old Mill
Creek and Bathing Beach. After
school I had to pick up milk form
the Ferndale House dairy, and
by instruction go home by the
road. Having been held up in
England by the war, Miss Baker
returned by some means in 1942
and our tenure at Moturau
ceased. It has been an
interesting and educational few
years, spent in a magnificent
setting. When the property
finally became too much for Miss
Baker to manage, she built a
small replica up the Bay, and
generously donated Moturau to
the Government. Sadly they
considered it a liability and
allowed it to quietly deteriorate.
Eventually the house burnt
down.
I understand Elaine Hamilton
(nee Johnson) has been
responsible for much of the good
work that has been taking place
in returning the grounds to
something of their former glory.
Thank you Elaine and your
helpers.
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BOOK REVIEW
by Sue Ford
“Different Class” by
Joanne Harris is an
odd tale with two
story-tellers:
a
retirement-aged Classics teacher at
an old-fashioned Grammar School
and an anonymous diarist. In the
‘p.c.’ world of 2005, pupils may be
‘sensitive’ or have ‘conditions’, but at
the charismatic church down the
road ‘gay’ is synonymous with
pervert; bachelor teachers in a boysonly school are viewed with
suspicion.
Roy Straightly is
concerned only with drumming Latin
into the minds of ‘my boys’ – as he
refers to them. However, in 1981,
three boys joined his class mid-year,
brought together by their newness,
by charismatic-church backgrounds,
or perhaps by their individual
weirdness. ‘Gay’ is the new evil but
real evil and terror lurk under the
surface, leading to misery and horror
in 1984. Imagine Mr. Straightly’s
feelings when one of the trio turns up
in 2005 as his new Headmaster, and
Johnny Harrington is determined
that Straightly’s days are numbered.
Mysterious deaths, injustices and old
wounds are brought to the fore – and
more deaths are the only solution.
But who is the murderer? A very
slow moving tale with an
imperceptible mounting of tension,
hard work, worthwhile in the end.

STEWART ISLAND NEWS
Henry Porter’s “The Dying Light” is
un-put-down-able! Kate, once SIS,
now a high-flying New York lawyer,
and has returned to U.K. for the
funeral of her one-time BFF and
lover. David Eyam was also in the
intelligence game and the Prime
Minister’s right-hand man – until
something happened to ruin his
career and send him off into exile in
the depths of the British countryside.
So how come he was the accidental
“by-kill” in a terrorist attack in
Cartegena, Colombia, of all places?
The mystery deepens for Kate when
she discovers she is Eyam’s heir – not
only of all his worldly goods, but the
desperate race to show up the British
Government before all is lost. Kate
takes it personally when people start
to die, and becomes furious with
Eyam when his death turns out to be
not quite so simple. It’s difficult to
know who to trust: the mysterious
society of ‘Bellringers’, the local
handyman, an innocuous solicitor, a
kindly coroner’s clerk – or the ‘freelance’ intelligence officer, Kilmartin.
All of them? None of them? I did
think that Kate was awfully slow to
catch on, given her training as a
young woman, but otherwise, pageafter-page of tension, and a 1.30 a.m.
read to the end for me as I couldn’t
wait to find out how it ended! Praise
indeed.
“The Woman Who Ran” by Sam
Baker is a contemporary tale

Rakiura Maori Lands Trust
Hui a Tau Annual General Meeting
Date: Sunday 30 Oct 2016
Venue: Te Rau Aroha Marae,
Cnr Bradshaw & Henderson St, Bluff
Time: 11am; Registration from 10am
Morning tea and lunch provided
Agenda
1.
Minutes from previous AGMs
2.
Presentation of Trustee Report
3.
Presentation of Financial Statements
4.
General Business
5.
Election of Trustees
Please Note:
As per the 2015 AGM resolution, AGM hard copies will
be disseminated via electronic means and no longer
posted unless requested in writing to: Rakiura Maori
Lands Trust, C/o Ashton Wheelans Chartered Accountants, PO Box 13042, Christchurch 8141.
AGM information can be sourced on the RMLT website: http://www.visitrakiura.co.nz/agm/
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e n co m p a s s i n g ‘ b a t t e re d w i f e
syndrome’ and the horrors of
reporting the war stories of the
Middle East. PTSD leaves Helen
‘Graham’ with patchy memory of
recent times, and none at all as to
how she comes to be in her exhusband’s flat in Paris, choking to
death in a fire, a few feet from a dead
body. Retired reporter Gil, living
grumpily in a village in the
Yorkshire Dales, is intrigued by a
new and reclusive resident – and so
is the rest of the village. But someone
is watching Helen – there’s a quote
about ‘just because you’re paranoid
doesn’t mean you aren’t being
followed’, or words to that effect. Gil’s
natural suspicions quickly turn to
belief as Helen’s fears are realised. A
really good read for wintry nights –
‘atmospheric’ as the blurb says. But
Jessica White’s “Entitlement” left me
colder than the snow on the beach!
Another back-and-forth time-hopper.
Cate is obsessed with her brother
who walked out of their rural Aussie
farmhouse 8 years before – and never
came back. Heart-breaking detail of
the ‘stolen generation’, eye-opener re
‘red-neck’ present-day attitude to
Australian Aboriginals, but mediocre
characters you never get to know
well, a very slim premise for a story,
and with a limp ending.
This
month’s reading – 50% good, 25%
OK, 25% ‘could do better’! See what
you think of them.
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Letters 
Thank you for all the love and friendship I received
from everyone for my birthday. It was an awesome day
and I loved every minute of it!
Debs Dillon

On behalf of our Mum and families, we would like to
thank everyone for their kind words and cards
following the recent loss of our Dad, Bruce Scammell.
Over the past few years Dad's failing health meant he
no longer had any real quality of life and we were
beginning to worry about the impact it was having on
Mum. Although we feel sadness at his passing, we also
feel a deep sense of relief.
Up until the past few years, Mum and Dad had been
frequent visitors to the island for almost 40 years and
while they had no longer been able to make the trip
across the strait, I know Dad still had quite a
reputation for some of his antics on the island over the
years. He took great delight in any dubious claim to
fame, but none more than his tale of how he cleared the
Stewart Island Pub on its busiest day of the year, New
Year’s Eve, when he suffered a massive heart attack
just moments after walking through the door.
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Mayor Gary Tong, is challenging Southland residents
to nominate a local to be the 2017 New Zealander of
the Year. Nominations for the prestigious award, and
supporting categories, opened last month and close on
the 30th of September. Any member of the public can
nominate an individual or community organisation in
the Awards programme. In addition to the Kiwibank
New Zealander of the Year, awards will also be presented to New Zealanders who have performed with
distinction in five additional award categories; University of Auckland Young New Zealander of the Year,
Metlifecare Senior New Zealander of the Year, Mitre
10 New Zealand Community of the Year, Sanitarium
New Zealand Innovator of the Year, Kiwibank New
Zealand Local Hero of the Year. The 2017 Kiwibank
New Zealander of the Year will be announced at the
New Zealander of the Year Awards Gala in Auckland
in February next year.
More information on the 2017 New Zealander of the
Year Awards can be found at www.nzawards.org.nz.

Had it not been for the swift reaction of some of the
Pub's patrons that afternoon, and the speedy arrival of
both Marty and Debs, we would have had to organize
his funeral much sooner than we did. We are very
grateful for the extra 12 years their prompt actions
gave us with Dad. It allowed his 7 grandchildren to
grow up and each form their own special memories with
Grandad. Even his only Great Grandchild Savannah,
who has just turned 5, is old enough to remember her
stories with Great Grandad Bruce.
Mum has already visited us on the island since his
passing and we hope she will become a more frequent
visitor in the future. Thank you for asking after her and
us. Please accept this message as a personal
acknowledgement of our gratitude.
Warm regards,

What’s on at the Community Centre
Tuesday

5.30 pm Boot camp

Wednesday

2pm – 3.30 pm Office open

Sharon Pasco and Jo Leask


4pm Taekwondo for Kids
Thursday

A big thank you to everyone who contributed to the
‘Mission without Borders’ Project. The blankets &
knitted clothing were once again very well received and
the organisers loved the ‘little people’ Jenny!
This is an on going project and I am happy to receive
any knitting. Squares are always good, but even better
would be knitted strips as it saves a lot of sewing up.
Anyone who wants to know how to knit a strip contact
me on 2191027 A special thanks to Stewart Island
Flights for taking the goods at short notice.
Elaine Hamilton


3pm Badminton for Kids (over 7)
5.30 pm Boot camp
7pm Badminton for adults

Saturday

9am Boot camp
11am – 12.30 pm Office open

Also Dids is keen to coordinate a weekly game of Volleyball / Basketball or similar on a Wednesday night. If
you’re interested please contact her under 2191 166 or
pop into the office and let Carolin know.
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Sarah’s Rakiura Remarks by Sarah Dowie, MP for
Invercargill

Stewart Island

Capitalising on fledgling industries – Aquaculture

Ferry Service

Regional economic growth is a priority for myself and the Government and as
such, I am pleased to report progress. Aquaculture is a growing industry
worldwide and the Southland Regional Development Strategy (SoRDS) group
have identified salmon farming as a potential economic growth opportunity for
Southland. New Zealand’s salmon industry is currently worth about $100
million to the country’s economy and 20% of the salmon produced nationally
comes from Stewart Island. The opportunity is there to increase these numbers
and the demand for good quality, fresh farmed salmon is high.
New Zealand’s aquaculture industry has a goal of $1 billion by 2025 with the
Government supporting that goal. By ensuring we follow best practice and
monitor the impact on the environment, the opportunity is there for Southland
to be a major stakeholder in that success. Recently I travelled to Norway as part
of a delegation to attend the Aquavision conference in Stavanger, Norway. The
conference looked at technological advancement, best practice, regulation, social
licence and sustainability in aquaculture. Norway is a country similar in size to
you New Zealand but produces 75 times as much finfish. By creating an
additional 100 ha of salmon farms (10 ha of surface structure) it could
potentially generate $145 million in revenue. But it’s not all about the numbers.
By taking a collaborative approach and working together with SoRDS, iwi, local
government, the community and other stakeholders ensures we look at what
options are achievable and will have the lowest impact on the environment.
Salmon farming however, has a very low carbon footprint with minimal
environmental impact and this is key to ensuring a sustainable product for
future generations. Even Bellona, the environmental watchdog in Norway has
come out publicly in support of aquaculture as a sustainable method to feed the
world.
The Government has backed the preliminary research proposal which is a
partnership project between our SoRDS group, Ngai Tahu and MPI to look at
the potential viability of various coastal sites around Southland. Once the
scientific evidence is gathered as to feasibility, further analysis will be
completed on the social impacts including engagement with community as to
what is desirable and beneficial to Southland. There is still some way to go
before even the first steps are taken to open up space in Southland for
aquaculture expansion. However, the statistics are clear – currently for every
hectare of space for salmon farming it creates around 22 jobs and approximately
13 million in revenue. This is about creating opportunity for our families in
Southland without compromising our very special environment in which we
make a living and recreate in.

STEWART ISLAND –RAKIURA COMMUNITY BOARD
The Stewart Island – Rakiura Council Office will shift from its present
location in the local museum across the road to the library during
November. This will result in extended hours for the library and a service
centre where all Council transactions can take place.
The local Oban Volunteer Fire Brigade will celebrate 50 years of service to
the island community with a series of functions on the weekend of August
19-21. The brigade is a vital part of the island community responding not
only to fires, but also to medical emergencies, boat sinkings and any other
form of emergency we might throw at them.
The Stewart Island Jetty Committee have decided on the basic plan for a
replacement wharf at Ulva Island and is now working on arranging the
finance necessary to complete this project. The proposed replacement wharf
will extend several metres further out from the shore.

Timetable - July, August &
September
Monday, Thursday & Friday
From Halfmoon Bay 8.00am
From Bluff 4.30pm
Tuesday, Wednesday &
Saturday
From Halfmoon Bay
8.00am and 3.00pm

From Bluff
9.30am and 4.30pm
Sunday
From Halfmoon Bay 3.00pm
From Bluff

4.30pm

Ferry Terminal Office &
Freight Depot Hours
Monday – Saturday
7.00am - 11.00am
1.30pm - 6.30pm
Closed between 11.00am and
1.30pm

Sunday
1.30pm - 6.00pm
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VOTE BRUCE FORD
As a candidate for the Stewart
Island Ward in 12 October SDC
elections, I offer my experience of
local government over many
years, and as Stewart Island
Ward Member for the last three
terms (9 years).
If it felt like there were
a lot more visitors to
the Island over the
summer and autumn
months, that’s because
there was. Visitor
numbers (based on the
SI Visitor Levy) for the
12 months 1st July
2015 – 30th Jun 2016
was 36,457 which is
about 6,000 (19.7%)
more people than the
previous 12 months.
Interest in the Island
as a visitor destination
continues to be high
and so we expect
similar if not higher
numbers over the next
12 months.
The new 2016/2017
Stewart Island
Brochure is now out
(we ran out so printed
early this year) and so
please update your
home supply to give to
family and friends interested in visiting.

LONELY GIRL
It looks likely that the independent film Lonely Girl will be
partially filmed on the Island at the end of the year. This
is a joint film project between the NZ and Australian Film
Commissions and has attracted a top international sales
agent as well as well-known Australasian actors. We can
expect a crew of around 30 to be on the Island for a couple
of weeks and hopefully a red carpet Stewart Island premier
in 2017 so that we can all dust off our glad rags.

IN THE PIPELINE
There is a lot of things currently in development that we
hope to update you on very soon including a Stewart Island
brand, an annual festival event, and Island Inspirations
2017. We have also made the most of opportunities to
supply photos and text about the Island to a wide variety
of marketing and media channels including calendars,
trade shows, and corporate promotions so keep an eye out
for images of home across the country.

There are always many challenges on Council that I relish, and
these include your opinions as to
the best ways to better our community, but also how we fit into the Southland picture.
After all, as a small community, we rely to a great extent on the overall well-being and prosperity of Southland. Meanwhile, I focus on putting the Stewart Island
position before Council. There is a lot of work going on
in the background, but projects currently include:
I am on the Stewart Island Power Task Force,
along with Mayor Tong and Jon Turnbull (who represents Sarah Dowie, our M.P., and who is keen to see
the project advanced at Government level); I chair the
Stewart Island Jetties Committee that has organised the funding and construction of Little Glory Jetty,
the strengthening and refurbishment of Fred’s Camp
Jetty, the Port William Jetty re-build, and we have the
re-build plans for Ulva Island Jetty with $100k-worth
of funds raised for that project; further work is progressing with Habitat for Humanities to establish an
Island Seniors housing facility – and don’t forget we
are meeting with ‘Habitat’s’ General Manager
(Invercargill) on 20 August at South Sea Hotel, and all
interested are invited to that; I have been a driving
force for our successful Visitor Levy, and I continue to
sit on that committee as we strive to improve visitor
facilities; naturally, I have to be on other local committees as the SDC representative, challenges which I enjoy.
Being your Councillor requires a great deal of attention
to many pieces of paper and the bureaucracy they represent, at both local and regional levels. And advocacy
on behalf of Islanders is a primary challenge. Don’t hesitate to ask me for updates or advise me of challenges
which you think your Councillor should know of. I am
ready for this challenge, and would appreciate
your vote in October.
Ed note: This is a paid advertisement

KNIT AND KNATTER
GROUP

TUESDAYS AT 2.00
DURING THE WINTER
MONTHS KNIT AND KNATTER ARE MEETING AT THE FIRE STATION
(gold coin donation). ANYONE WISHING TO
JOIN US OR TO LEARN HOW TO KNIT OR
CROCHET WILL BE VERY WELCOME
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Foveaux Foodies
update:
A bottle of red, a bottle of white
it all depends on your appetite…
Billy Joel crooned these lines in
“Scene from an Italian
Restaurant.” The song popped into my head as soon as
I entered the RSA for the latest Foveaux Foodies
dinner, Italian Night hosted by Diddle. With red
chequered tablecloths, votive candles and classic
bistro glasses for wine, she’d transformed the
Pavillion into a charming, cosy trattoria! She’d even
downloaded Italian Dinner Music.
Billy Joel’s a masterful lyricist but I don’t know how
he would have sung about our appetites which
included Limoncello, Cynar (Italian artichoke
liqueur), bubbles, Frangelico, and the gi-normous
bottle of Chianti Dids won at a Ruggies Raffle. We
started with garlic bread and focaccia from Vicki,
mushroom and ricotta bruschetta from Kath, and
Tash’s fried polenta with puttanesca sauce. Tash was
then put on the spot to explain the origins of
puttanesca which translates to “in the style of a
prostitute.” It’s delicious, basically a tomato sauce
with capers and anchovies, and because it’s easy to
make, well, easy like a prostitute…thus the name.
Another theory is “ladies of the night” would whip up
a batch of pasta puttanesca between clients because
it’s quick to make. Anyway, so some epicurean
historians say. Bottom line it was delicious.
Meanwhile in the wee RSA kitchen, Bridget and
Shona were having a gnocchi-off. Not really, but they
both prepared homemade gnocchi. Bridget’s was plain
served with burnt sage butter and after that I think
we all just died and went to sage butter heaven. Then
we all were revived for Shona’s pumpkin gnocchi with
basil oil and crispy prosciutto, oh, oh, oh, we
experienced another ecstatic food rapture, the entrees
are entrance to Dante’s Paradiso. I was stuffed and
entering a blissful food coma and we hadn’t even
started the mains!!!
The offering from me and Lania could have been
served at the Foodie Pink night: crayfish ravioli with
vodka sauce: pink filling and pink sauce! In a classic
strawberry-to-pigs moment, the crayfisherman at the
table remarked that the ravioli were surprisingly good
considering they contained crayfish! And I was so
worried I wasn’t making enough that I ended up
making too many, so Vicki brought the leftovers to her
backpackers. Big thanks to Lania for teaching me how
to make pasta, another example of Foveaux Foodies
inspiring me to spread my cooking wings. On that
note, many of the other attendees that night made
something they’d never tried before and many of us
ate things we’d never had before so it was all very
Like-a-Virgin-palates-touched-for-the-very-first-time
exciting. Megan brought stromboli (a first for me)
which is calzone’s cousin – bread filled with melted
cheese and Italian meats like salami. Phillipa brought
risotto which is a technically tricky rice dish. We had
meatballs from Margaret, cannelloni from Dids, and –
what – no vegetables?! Actually, I’d brought Porri

Gratinati, a Venetian dish of leeks so that sort of had
to suffice as our “greens” even though it was cooked
with mascarpone, gruyere and parmesan cheeses, and
a cup of vodka. I think this dinner might have been
the most prolific yet in the pudding department. The
selection included Did’s decadent tiramisu, Margaret’s
dreamy Sicilian creams, and two kinds of panna cotta
which I’d never had before and didn’t think I’d like
and now I’m a believer: if there’s a panna cotta cult,
sign me up. Shona made two different kinds, each
served in individual wee cups – one was coffee and
chocolate liqueur, and the other was orange, honey
and cardamom. When my sister was little and said
she was too stuffed to finish her dinner my mom asked
where her ice cream would fit and she famously
replied “in my back”. With this mad wisdom in mind, I
untied the sash on the back of my dress, and managed
to make room for the magnifico plum and amaretto
semifreddo -- a frozen mousse -- brought by first time
Foodier Kath. On to Pip’s affogato -- a dollop of ice
cream in espresso and Frangelico liqueur. Frangelico
traditionally comes in a bottle shaped like a friar,
which is ironic as it’s a bit devilish having booze and
caffeine at that point in the evening.
Then everyone was commanded to try the Cynar (even
though it shares four letters with the word cyanide)
(and four letters with gnarly) if they wanted a shot of
limoncello. The Cynar was a fascinating taste bud
experiment: our visitor from Paris screwed up her face
and sort of vurped after a taste (not sure of the French
translation for vurp) while right next to her Margaret
was smiling and saying “I quite like it!” and on her
other side Graham was asking for seconds, all while
Vicki was dropping some choice four-letter words to
describe it. At the end of the fantastico feast I was
groaning, cussing, and pulling at the fabric of my
dress. Tash noticed and remarked pianissimo “You
should have worn stretchy material.” I agreed but
couldn’t answer, another dessert and another drink
had been placed before me, and as the great Italian
Leonardo da Vinci said: “It’s easier to resist at the
beginning than at the end.” Bravo, Diddle! I’ll meet
you anytime you want, in our Italian restaurant.
If you’re interested in the next Foveaux Foodies event,
join us on Facebook or chat with Jess or Shona.
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CHATTER by Jo Riksem
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CHURCH

The photograph above comes from a postcard we produced
some years ago showing homes, businesses, boats and the
pretty red steepled church which we call Oban
Presbyterian Church. It was taken from the garden of
Lindsey and Lorraine Squires. It encompasses the sea
and the bush that we all love so well. The Lord sure got it
right in his creation with all the wonderful colours we see
each day. Like a painter's canvas that constantly changes
with light and seasons. It's not far from Spring and those
bulbs are already sticking their heads up towards the sky
not daunted by a little cold or frost now and then. Take
advantage of those days to wander around the roads and
see the new growth coming up everywhere.
Raylene has now handed over the baton of Session Clerk
of our lovely church to me. What is a session clerk you
might ask. Well it's a all rounder type person (and I don't
mean weight wise, though a few less desserts at Quiz Nite
would help me) who overseas the running and
maintenance of the church with the help of others. But
most of all it is about people and the caring and sharing,
not just with our congregation but with our whole
wonderful community. We appreciate so much, the five
years Raylene has put into this role and hope people will
be patient with me as I learn the ropes (hopefully not
tying myself in knots) of this new position. Please don't
hesitate to call on me if I can be of help.
Speakers Previews:
4 Sept. - Jo – a local with a passion for laughter.
11 Sept.- Beverley – a local with lots of Island history.
18 & 25 Sept. Barbara Sampson - Barbara and her
husband, Kingsley are retired Salvation Army officers
living in Christchurch near to their daughter Joanne and
our son Michael, daughter-in-law Katrina and their ten
children. Their almost 40 years of Salvation Army
officership gave us appointments in pastoral ministry, a
short stint of missionary service, many years of educationbased work at their national training college in Upper
Hutt, and for Barbara, some years of writing devotional
material for a worldwide readership.
Halfmoon Bay and Oban Presbyterian Church

Right: This unique fern was
spotted by Iona Karaitiana
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What’s Up, DOC?
From Letitia McRitchie

Our Community Ranger Jennifer Ross is away
visiting friends and family in Canada for the next
few weeks and I am filling in for her while she is
away.
New Zealand Sea Lion Threat Management
Plan (TMP)
The consultation phase for this closed on the 5
August 2016. The Plan is a joint document from
Ministry of Primary Industries and DOC and looks
to prioritise sea lion research and management for
the next 20 years, with the objective of recovery and
long term viability of the sea lion population. Copies
of the consultation and background documents are
available at DOC and online at:
www.doc.govt.nz/nature/native-animals/marinemammals/seals/new-zealand-sea-lion/docs-work/newzealand-sea-lion-rapoka-threat-management-plan/
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events are still to be organised so keep an eye out for
posters on the noticeboard and at DOC, advertising
events.
Environment Southland Conservation
Volunteer Awards
These annual awards were recently held in
Invercargill and two groups that Rakiura DOC
works in partnership with were successful on the
night. SIRCET won the Innovator Award for its work
with technology: texting cat traps, smart rat traps
and an online trapping data management system.
The Winton Rotary club were joint winners of the
Achiever category for their development of the
Winton Rotary Trail, a 9km walking and cycling trail
around the outskirts of Winton. Winton Rotary club’s
association with Rakiura has been ongoing since
2003 with its assistance in annual hut cleans.
Bridget Baynes attended the event and said “I was
really pleased to see SIRCET recognised as the
winner of the Innovation Award. The quality and
passion of the other nominees just highlights how
well SIRCET have done. Also great to see the Winton
Rotary Club recognised as dual winner of the
Achiever Award, acknowledging their significant
contribution to several sites across Southland
including Rakiura. There were about 380 people in
that room hearing about conservation on Rakiura,
which was fantastic, and a credit to those who are
involved or have supported these groups. An
inspiring effort by all nominees”
Shark Cage Dive Meeting
The minutes from the shark cage diving community
meeting held on Rakiura on the 14th of July are now
available. They will be sent to all those who were on
the invitation list but if you know anyone who would
like a copy emailed to them, please email
lmcritchie@doc.govt.nz

Conservation Week 10 – 18 September
The theme for 2016 is 'Healthy Nature Healthy
People'. It's about encouraging us to get out into
nature and of the link between a healthy natural
environment and our own health and wellbeing.
There is also the tagline “Join the Team’ to
encourage us all to join in and contribute. Local

Rakiura Track Numbers
Visitor numbers for the Rakiura Track over the last
year (July 2015 – June 2016) have just been
compiled. The figures are gathered from the booking
system data and track counters, which count the
number of footsteps/people on sections of the track.

Usage is again up and the Rakiura Track has seen a
yearly increase of 17% each year over the last five
years. Campsite use has doubled from the previous
year. The nationality of walkers is pretty much split
50% New Zealanders and 50% international visitors.
While it’s great to have these visitors enjoying the
wonderful National Park, the increasing numbers
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are having an impact with full huts and campsites,
toilet and greywater systems at capacity and the
track conditions not being up to standard. DOC are
planning some major ongoing work to remedy this
and cope with anticipated continued increased use.
There will be track and toilet/greywater upgrades,
increased capacity at campsites and more hut
wardens.
HMB School Social Studies Fair projects
DOC is currently hosting some of the Halfmoon Bay
School’s Te Wharawhara / Ulva Island themed
projects in the Rakiura National Park Visitor
Centre. Operations Manager Bridget Baynes
commented “I was blown away with the awesome
project displays, which clearly had involved
significant research and effort. It was a privilege to
be invited to see the displays and talk with our local
future conservationists.”
Halfmoon Bay School students Tyler, Tommy and
Molly and DOC Operations Manager Bridget Baynes
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Staff Training
Staff are regularly training to be able to undertake
their roles safely and effectively but also to assist in
some of our wider responsibilities. Ranger Andrew
King recently spent three days in Christchurch
receiving training as an ‘Air Attack Supervisor’.
While it sounds a little menacing, it’s about
coordinating aircraft operations at large scale fires,
like the Dipton fire Stewart Island staff assisted
with last year. Large fires can have seven or more
helicopters operating and coordinating these safely
and effectively is vital. It was a very intensive course
and Andrew was one of only 20 participants
nationwide. Having highly trained staff helps DOC
in its responsibility to control fires that threaten
conservation land throughout New Zealand.

Four helicopters with water buckets at a recent fire.
Photo credit: Sally Chesterfield from Southern Rural
Fire Authority
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Oban Globetrotter— by Glenda Hicks
Journey in the Holy Land: 24 May –
16 June 2016 (Part One)
As part of my sabbatical time this
year I had the opportunity to spend 3
weeks in Israel/Palestine with a
group of 5 others from Christchurch.
We travelled in an 8-seater mini-van,
which was a great way to do it. Our
accommodation was pre-booked,
mostly in Christian-run guest houses,
apart from a 3 bedroom villa (with
swimming pool) in Eilat. Where did
we go? As it was a full 3 weeks, we
had plenty of time to cover the main
places. (See map). Our itinerary was:
3 nights in Jaffa (Yafo in Arabic), just
south of Tel Aviv; 2 nights in Haifa; 5
nights in Migdal (north of Tiberias on
Sea of Galilee/Tiberias); 5 nights in
Jerusalem; 4 nights in Eilat (down
the bottom on Gulf of Aqaba); and
then 3 more nights in Jerusalem.
Our interest was in seeing historic
sites, particularly those of biblical
connection, and getting an exposure
to this ancient land that is today at
the centre of a very conflicted part of
the world. My interest was not just in
being a tourist, but being a pilgrim.
Not just in visiting and ‘seeing’
places, but in ‘being’ there, reflecting
on and absorbing what they
represented. I think Israel is a place
that the visitor can come away from
with a wide range of impressions and
experiences, depending on why you go
there, the places you go to, where you
stay and the people you mix with
along the way. So this is my
travelogue based on these things. As I
notice the dedicated editor regularly
imploring readers for contributions
for SIN, I am encouraged to think
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that I might do this spread over a
number of issues!
JAFFA (Yafo in Arabic or Joppa in
biblical times)
Like many places in Israel, this is a
mix of the ancient and the modern. It
has a mixed population of Jews (from
many origins) and Palestinian Arabs.
The old city, constructed on a
promontory at the south end of the
beach, has seen numerous successions
of conquerors, including the usual
Romans, Egyptians, Byzantine and
Ottoman Turks, and more latterly
British who distinguished themselves
by bulldozing a wide swathe across
the top of the hill and one end to gain
better access to upstart locals who
wanted their town back. 'Streets' are
very narrow with lots of steps.
Building material is blocks of volcanic
scoria.On the seaward side one can
find what purports to be Simon the
Tanner's house. This is the place
where St Peter stayed when he had
his vision of the sheet coming down
from heaven with a mixture of
animals in it, resulting in him
accompanying the messengers from
Roman centurion, Cornelius up the
coast to Caesarea (Acts 10). It is also
where Jonah set off in his bid to
escape God’s commission to preach to
the people in Nineveh in Assyria (now
Syria). It might well be time for
God to send a few more prophets
there!
The second day we visited the Beit
Hatfutsot museum at Tel Aviv
University. It has an extensive walk
through display of the Jewish
diaspora- which to the uninitiated
means the worldwide dispersal of the
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Jewish people since the first century.
It showed the unparalleled extent of
their spread, especially around
Europe, how they preserved their
culture and generally did very well
for themselves - which didn’t always
endear them to the longer-standing
locals. There is of course the tragic
larger story of the 20th century.
Another fascinating special display
was on the life and music of Bob
Dylan, born Robert Zimmerman to
Jewish parents in 1941 in Duluth,
Minnesota. - Now I don’t need to
explain who he is to anyone do I ??
CAESAREA
Next it was up the coast to Haifa via
Caesarea. The latter has a present
day town but is famous for its
extensive ruins being excavated from
the Roman era. These include an
aqueduct (pictured below). The
excavations along the sea front
include a large theatre, now used for
open air concerts and a hippodrome this has nothing to do with hippos,
and everything to do with chariot
races and gladiatorial combat and
feeding people, including Christians,
to lions and bears. Herod the Great is
credited with the design of the city,
including a palace of course. Large
stone sarcophaguses are dotted
around (burial boxes). The English
translation for sarcophagus is 'eater
of flesh'!
Biblical history: This is the place
where St Paul gave his defence before
Felix, the Roman governor (saw the
likely spot); where Cornelius and his
household were baptised and received
the Holy Spirit ; and where Philip

Top left: Roman aquaduct at Caesarea
Bottom left: Looking towards the old
city in Jaffa. With a very recent immigrant from the Ukraine. She and
her husband come seeking peace and
security…
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(Continued from page 18)

A HUMBLE PROPHET

preached and had a house. It was
quite meaningful to think that this
was where the gospel was first
preached to the Gentiles (non-Jews) in the person of Cornelius, a Godfearing Roman centurion. The
Crusaders also constructed their
fortress here in the 1100s.

Monday 30th brought a highlight for
me. Since reading his books, I have
wanted to visit Mar Elias Educational
Institutes in Ibillin, a village in SW
Galilee. The MEEI results from a
vision and considerable perseverance
on the part of Elias Chacour, a
Palestinian Arab who grew up in the
area and became a priest in the
Melkite Catholic church - which has
Orthodox liturgical ways but is in
communion with Rome. He retired a
couple of years ago as Archbishop of
the region to focus on the educational
ministry. His story is told in 2 books:
Blood Brothers and We belong to the
Land. I commend them as a great
way of gaining a Palestinian
perspective. Against the odds, he
developed schools right from
kindergarten to university level that
take children and young people from
Moslem, Christian, Druze and Jewish
backgrounds. The aim is to build
peace and mutual understanding as
well as giving a good education to the
Palestinian children from the
villages. The high school has amongst
the best grades in the country and
children commute from all over
Israel. (See http://
www.pilgrimsofibillin.org/about-us/
abuna-elias-chacour/ for one
description of this work). This lovely
man gave us 35 minutes of his time
the morning of their graduation day.
He is a great mixture of humility,
humour and boldness. Sadly the
Israeli authorities are not kindly
disposed towards anything but
Jewish schools, so it has been a
battle. Sadly also the university part
has had to be closed. A couple of years
ago the Israeli government were
economising and cut the subsidy for

My heading for the day up the coast
from Jaffa to Haifa was 'Designers,
builders and wreckers' -because that’s
what’s happened time and again.
Some clever, ambitious or powerful
person will design a city, harbour etc,
then the next lot will come their
conquering way and wreck
everything, and then proceed to build
their own city on top. My simple wee
brain can't understand this.
HAIFA
Is the 3rd largest city in Israel. It is a
modern city built right from the
seaside up the slopes of the Carmel
range. The latter is mentioned a
number of times in the Bible, but it is
best known for Elijah's encounter
with the prophets of Baal, which was
quite a dramatic affair! We drove up
to the Carmelite monastery and I
gate-crashed an RC group from India
who were celebrating mass. They
were most welcoming and even
though I couldn’t understand a word
the priest was saying, I could guess
by his actions where he was up to. So
I had communion on Sunday with the
Lord’s people in the chapel on Mt
Carmel ☺. It was a really spiritual
experience. We saw the famed Bahai
gardens from the top.
Below: Bahai Gardens At right:
Church of the Beatitudes
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tertiary fees for the institution from
70% to 20% - but didn’t cut Jewishonly ones. Despite promises to the
contrary, nothing has changed. Yet as
he says, 'We all pay our taxes.' There
are now no Arab/Christian
universities left outside the West
Bank (Palestinian).
There is an amazing building on
campus called the Church of the
Beatitudes. Shaped like the ark, it
was designed by a top class architect.
On edges of the steps going up to it
are the Beatitudes from Matthew 5
written in Hebrew, Arabic and
English. These really symbolise his
approach to his life, vision and
ministry. We were shown around by
Samar, a lovely Palestinian lady from
Jerusalem. We heard the primary
kids choir practising for graduation
(pictured below). If you are
wondering, the total roll for MEEI is
in the thousands. I am very grateful
to have had the opportunity to see
and hear in person. It is this kind of
attitude, vision and action that will
make a significant difference towards
the shalom (holistic well-being) of the
Holy Land.
Next time we move on to Galilee! I
hope you’re enjoying the journey.
Glenda Hicks grew up on the Island,
and is the daughter of ‘young Bob’
and granddaughter of ‘old Bob/Rob’
Hicks.
She returns regularly for holidays at
Murray’s and Sandra’s house below
the Rock. Glenda is an Anglican
minister and has been chaplain at
Lincoln University since 2003.
Below: Kids choir and steps at Mar
Elias Educational Institutes
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Ambergris
New Zealand’s longest established dealer of Ambergris.
AmbergrisNZ is wishing to buy all grades of Ambergris,
please refer to our website: www.ambergrisnz.co.nz
We are offering top New Zealand prices.
Contact: Terry & Wendy
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Congratulations to
Our Jack 118
Our Steffi 117
Our Jill 116
for taking out the
placings in the Super 18
Well done to you all

N i n d
Electrical is
keen to help
out
on
S t e w a r t
Island.
We
have
been
involved
with various
projects
on
the
Island
over
many
years.
We
have
had
several requests to do work recently which we have been
able to accommodate and our guys enjoy the change of
scenery (who wouldn’t!). Going forward we are going to
trial making a Registered Electrician available on a
regular basis for two to three days per month subject to
work load. The process would be to ring through to the
Invercargill office and book your job. Once our Foreman
knows he has enough work for a couple of days he will
dispatch an electrician to the Island. Any travel &
accommodation costs will be shared evenly around
various jobs. The main benefits will be that an
experienced Registered Electrician will attend and we
will provide “Quality Solutions delivered on Time”
Either email office@nind.co.nz or phone 0800 50 22 50
Stewart Island News is published on a monthly basis as material permits.
Please send articles and enquiries to Jess Kany
at PO Box 156 Stewart Island
or email to stewartislandnews@yahoo.com
If you wish to have Stewart Island News sent to you or a friend, please fill out this form and send it
with a cheque made payable to “Stewart Island News” to P.O. Box 156, Stewart Island 9846.
Or
Direct deposit to Westpac 03 1750 0250628 00 — please put your name as reference and don’t forget to
send me an email with your address.
The cost is as follows:
12 issues to an Oban address $36
12 issues to other New Zealand address $48
12 issues to international address $72
12 issues emailed $24
Name of Recipient:________________________________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Advertise in the
Stewart Island News
This little paper ends up in
most island households and is
sent to over 150 crib owners,
former residents, and other
subscribers around the
country and the world.
Dozens of visitors see this too.
So tell all of those people
about your business!
Contact editor for rates.
stewartislandnews@yahoo.com

